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The development of existing port infrastructures have often been 
unable to keep pace with the need for increased shipment sizes, the 
necessity for faster and more efficient cargo handling operations, or 
with the growth in demand of raw materials worldwide.

Port improvements are being implemented and a number of 
port projects, especially in China will be completed in the next 
two years. The Indian market, which is traditionally dominated by 
geared tonnage, is slowly gaining ground in the port infrastructure 
sector as well. 

What may happen is that ports at the receiving end may have 
been sized up to something which the sourcing port cannot 
satisfy with par efficiency or size, simply because the equivalent 
infrastructure is not there. The time is now ripe for shippers and 
receivers to look at modern floating systems as cost-effective 
alternatives to the construction of shore based facilities. 

The freight component of the total delivered cost is significant 
for commodities such as coal and iron ore, especially where they 
need to be transported over long distances from the producer to 
the consumer.

The benefits of improved economies of scale in order to reduce 
the unit cost of transportation can be attained by:

1.  Increasing vessel deadweight cargo capacity: The trend 
towards the utilisation of larger vessels is clearly driven by the 
benefits of achieving lower transportation costs on a per tonne 
basis compared to smaller carriers. 

2.  Reducing vessel idle time: Economies of scale are essential 
in scaling down costs. During the last decade ship-owners have 
decided to join trading networks and contract portfolios in an 
attempt to minimise vessel ballast time, thus resulting in the 
maximum economic results for vessel voyages.

3.  Minimising port turnaround time: A sea going ship 
requires fast dispatch by the shore and waterway transport 
facilities that are supplying and taking away the raw commodity.

As all industries are under stress from high C&F prices for 
commodities, any saving that can be made in freight costs enhances 
the competitiveness of both the end user and the supplier. 

Let us now look at some of the transhipment options available. 

Floating cranes
Indonesia is the third largest coal producer worldwide. Except for 
the Sumatra based producer P.T. Batubara Bukit Asam, Indonesia’s 
mines are scattered throughout East and South Kalimantan. The 
industry has very limited port infrastructures that can be utilised 
by more than one producer. The only common user facilities are 
the Balikpapan Coal Terminal and Indonesia Bulk Terminal (IBT) 
located at Pulau Laut. 

Other shore based loading facilities are used by a single supplier 
only, and include: Indominco, Kaltim Prima coal, P.T. Arutmin 
Indonesia.

Only the Tanjung Bara terminal can load Capes to their full 
capacity, all the other shore terminals are more or less affected 
by draft restr iction preventing the maximisation of vessel 
cargo capacity, thus resulting in dead freight charges. As a result 
of additional barge haulage costs to the export terminal, very 
expensive port handling charges, and high ocean going vessel port 
expenses, most medium/small size producers are forced to ship in 
smaller geared vessels. 

Tonnage shipped in geared vessels in the year 2004 has been 
estimated in excess of 20 million metric tonnes. 

Back in 1991, the French company Louis Dreyfus Armateurs 
(LDA) had introduced the concept of working with floating 
cranes in Indonesia at Taboneo anchorage. Modern floating 
cranes are capable of handling up to 30,000 tonnes of coal a day 
with two floating cranes working together, but are subject to 
barge availability. 

Feeling the need for buffer storage available at the loading 
anchorage, sets of tugs and barges are very often used as floating 
storage and are kept ‘preloaded’ to reduce detention of the ocean 
going vessels. Consequently, the barge transport capacity utilisation 
factor is quite poor. 

Coal loading operations are being done for major exporters 
in Indonesia using floating cranes. For this, 300 ft barges are 
deployed for the transportation of coal from the barge-loading 
terminal to the anchorage, where the loading operations are 
being carried out. 

Assuming 3 million tonnes of coal per year is loaded at a daily 
average of 18,000 tonnes means an aggregate laytime for the 
floating cranes of about 170 days of coal loading operation.

It is observed over a period of one year that on average about 
22-27% of the time is being wasted for events like waiting for 
barges, using bulldozers for gathering coal in the barge and 
waiting for favourable weather condition. This means that to 
perform 3 million tonnes an aggregate of 215 days are required 
out of which about 45 days are the idle time lost.

This actually means that at the loading rate of 18,000 tonnes 
per day, an additional 810,000 tonnes of coal could potentially 
have been exported which wasn’t able to be. The loss of sale of 
810,000 tonnes of coal at today’s coal FOB costs is colossal. 

Another concept to highlight here is the difference in the 
laytimes of the ocean going vessels and the floating cranes. As 
we all know, the laytime of the vessel is defined as the time 
available to a charterer for the voyage chartered vessel’s cargo 
operations. If the available laytime is exceeded, the charterer has 
to pay demurrage to the ship owner. The laytime for floating 
cranes however, is different from that of a vessel, as the time does 
not count for events like non availability of coal barges, mooring 
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Floating Transfer Station – Bulk Iron is engaged at the receivers end at 
Piombino for lighterage, transportation and discharge of raw material.
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and unmooring of barges, shifting of barges, time used to move 
trimming equipments, and sometime also waiting for favourable 
weather conditions.

This difference in the laytime of vessel and transshipper is 
to the disadvantage of the coal shippers and ultimately adds 
unnecessary charges to the coal delivery cost. In this scenario, 
about 45 days is also the discrepancy between vessel and floating 
crane laytimes, and the same can be quantified at an extra cost 
of over US$50 per tonne.

Floating Transfer Stations
The availability of Floating Buffer Storage allows smooth and 
continuous loading of vessels, thus reducing the coal C&F price.

Although the floating cranes were the need of the hour, and 
proved an effective solution for coal transshipment, other concepts 
have been developed more recently to overcome the various 
logistical bottlenecks.

The one link in the coal production chain that traditionally has 
been regarded as a given cost with limited potential for cost saving, 
namely Offshore Storage and Transhipment, is actually the most 
viable solution to addressing the above issues. The transhipment 
concept, with the primary function of intermediating storage, 
smoothes out the discontinuity between maritime, land, and/or 
barging transport, making it the perfect solution. 

The first alternative is the Floating Transfer Station (FTS). 
The FTS has been developed by the synergy of many years’ 
experience in operating floating cranes, floating terminals 
and transfer stations in different and varying environmental 
conditions throughout the world.

This concept provides among other options the availability of 
onboard buffer storage in the range of 6,000 to 16,000 metric 
tonnes of cargo, as the case may require. A FTS, besides having the 
flexibility of a floating crane, has the great advantage of a floating 
terminal as well. 

The main advantages of the FTS over standard floating cranes

•  On a floating crane there is no additional stockpile, therefore, 
transhipment operations cannot be carried out during mooring/
unmooring and waiting for the feeder barge. An FTS instead 
avails itself of buffer storage and can therefore continue to work 
during such periods, resulting in cost improvement for barging 
and shipping. 

•  The buffer storage requires the construction of a larger pontoon 
which guarantees greater platform stability, a better berthing 
place for coal barges, and the optimisation of crane operations, 
and as a result, the FTS is less sensitive to the adverse weather 
conditions compared to floating cranes.

•  The FTS cargo handling facility consists of a combination of 
grabs, cranes, hoppers and conveyor belts. The grab crossing of 
the gap between the FTS and the barge is greatly reduced, thus 
minimising spillage. Enclosed conveyor belts and large hopper 
openings also reduce dust emission during material transfer 
operations, and thanks to the shorter grab cycle to reach the 
hopper, a faster loading rate and greater throughput are achieved, 
when compared to the floating crane cycle.

•  If required, the FTS can be equipped with an automatic sampler 
from the belt feeding the ship loader. This system provides 
samples for buyer and seller’s representatives in accordance with 
ISO and BS standards. This would definitely motivate the end 
users into entering into a contract with a coal supplier, which 
can properly guarantee the coal quality at the final loading point. 
Online weighing and metal detectors can also be incorporated. 

All of the above options or marketing tools are not available on 
the floating crane.

This FTS concept, developed by Coeclerici Logistics, has 
already been in operation for many years and has effectively 
enhanced trading activities in the Black Sea, in the west coast of 
Italy and on the west coast of India. 

The latest FTS, the Bulk Pioneer, has commenced operations 
for Kaltim Prima Coal (KPC), one of the largest coal exporters in 
Indonesia, at Tanjung Bara offshore anchorage in September 2005. 

The Bulk Pioneer
The FTS Bulk Pioneer is a 5,500 dwt ‘barge’ with two cranes and 
two shiploaders on board, along with a combination of hoppers 
and conveyors. The Bulk Pioneers’ cranes and material handling 
equipment facilitates direct transfer of coal from the barges to 
the ocean going bulk carriers while the onboard buffer storage is 
utilised during times of barge unavailability and changeover, thus 
ensuring continuous loading of ocean going vessels. Thanks to 
the availability of two shiploaders, shifting of the FTS alongside 
the vessel is minimised, due to the working range of the two 
shiploaders, which can cover almost six holds of a panamax 
without warping alongside the vessel.

Since the commissioning period commenced with the loading 
of the first vessel, MV Sea Maid, the loading performance has 
exceeded the minimum guaranteed amount of 18,000 mt per day.

The Bulk Pioneer shall be capable of loading approximately 
400,000 tonnes of coal per month. The Bulk Pioneer conforms 
to the stringent environmental and safety standards of Coeclerici 
and KPC, and certain additional features like online weighing, 
a sampling system and a metal detector system, have also been 
incorporated. 

While the value of the buffer storage as an effective device 
to minimise vessel loading time (resulting in lower sea freight 
costs) and to boost barging efficiency (lower barging costs) is 
clear, the size and design depends on a number of factors such 
as throughput of the coal mine, distance from the barge loading 
facility and the deep water anchorage, daily coal feeding capability 
to the transhipment anchorage, river congestions, tide, size of the 
vessel to be loaded, etc. 

FSTS Bulkwayuù set to load its 1,000th vessel shortly for the export of coal.
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Floating terminals
While the FTS is a perfect solution for the above mentioned 
restraints, in the case of greater coal production, longer barging 
distance or blending requirements, the floating terminal is more 
appropriate, as it offers almost the same advantages as a shore base 
facility but at a lower cost and negligible environmental impact.

The Coeclerici ‘Flag ship’ FSTS Bulkwayuù, the largest coal-
floating terminal worldwide, is proven evidence of reliability and 
powerful capacity. The FSTS Bulkwayuù is located in Venezuela 
and is being deployed to serve Carbones del Guasare. 

Until 1997 coal from the barge loading terminal was moved 
by means of nine 2,200-dwt barges and loaded by means of two 
floating cranes into ocean going vessels at a maximum daily rate 
of 18,000t. A more reliable and cost effective solution was needed 
if Carbones del Guasare wanted to improve its competitiveness by:

• Improving the ocean going vessels daily loading rate

• Reducing vessel demurrage charges

•  Achieving 6.8 million tonnes of annual export throughput, the 
maximum amount that trucking can support

• Optimising the coal barge cycle and cost

• Focusing on coal quality and supplier reliability

Thanks to the FSTS Bulkwayuù, Carbones del Guasare has now 
been able to increase its exports to 7 million tonnes per year (from 
the previous 4 million tonnes per year). Coeclerici has achieved 
the above performance through:

•  A combination of powerful and reliable equipment fitted on the 
Bulkwayuù

• An accurate maintenance programme

• Skilled and well-motivated personnel

The efficiency of this coal handling facility enables the coal 
producer to reduce the cost per tonne exported significantly, as 
compared to the earlier cost.

With the commissioning of the FSTS Bulkwayuù, Carbones del 
Guasare improved vessels loading time thereby reducing overall 
freight costs. The availability of an additional 64,000 tonnes of 
floating storage by the Bulkwayuù provides a buffer capacity that 
allows for an uninterrupted and smooth coal loading operation. 

The use of floating cranes by Carbones del Guasare averaged an 
18-20% loss of time due to waiting for coal barges. Nowadays, not-
withstanding the 70% increase in export, demurrage costs dropped by 
approximately 40% thanks to the Bulkwayuù’s efficient performance 
in comparison to that of the floating cranes, the previous year.

With the availability of floating storage, barging and tug service 
feeding the loading station has been optimised. Coal is moved 
continuously and smoothly, independently of whether the ocean 
export vessels are ready to load or not.

The availability of buffer storage has ensured that bunching of 
barges is minimised and the barge transport capability optimised, 
thus resulting in a barging cost reduction of about 20%. The 
number of tugs and barges required to export about 7 million 
tonnes of coal per year is now one unit smaller than when floating 
cranes were used to export 4 millions tonnes of coal, only. 

The Bulkwayuù’s operation has been certified by both RINA 
and Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance in compliance to ISO 
9001: 2000 and IMO BLU Code. The aim of the IMO BLU Code 
is to ensure greater safety for seafarers, their vessels, terminals, 
and the environment. The recent upgrade of the Bulkwayuù has 
resulted in its loading performance being steadily in excess of 
38,000 tonnes per day. 

To conclude I would like to emphasise that the availability of 
‘floating’ buffer storage ensures that:

•  The ocean going vessel loading operations are carried out 
continuously during the time of barge shifting, mooring-
unmooring, waiting time; and 

•  Barging is carried out smoothly and continuously whether the 
ocean going vessel is available to be loaded or not, thus reducing 
the number of barges required, resulting in additional cost savings.

FTS Bulk Pioneer commenced coal exporting operations in Kalimantan, Indonesia this September for Kaltim Prima.
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Blending opportunities in off-shore transhipment operations 
have not been actively pursued to date, but the availability of 
floating storage can also be used as feedstock for blending coals in 
order to meet buyer’s quality requirements; mechanical sampling, 
blending and weighing of the coal, can also be provided.

Offshore Storage and Transhipment can overcome the physical 
restrictions of a particular port such as draft and vessel size 
limitations, as well as lack of space and modern facilities. It can 
ease port congestion and can provide a more commercially viable 
alternative to a shore based facility when the trade volume is not 
large enough to justify the investment in a shore-based facility or 
the trade may be short-lived, as in the case of mines with limited 
reserves of say 10/15 years.

Furthermore, the effects of potential business disruption risks, 
such as a change in government policies and laws, reduction of the 
level of imports or exports, force majeure events etc, are reduced 
in the case of a floating terminal. The ability to relocate the facility 
and secure alternative employment limits the operations exposure 
to unforeseen business disruption.

It goes without saying, these facilities are a very important link 
in the Client’s overall production chain. It is therefore essential 
for end users to select experienced and reliable service providers 
with a proven track record in the specific field of transhipment 
operations. 

The old expression ‘you get what you pay for’ does apply to 
offshore transhipment facilities indeed!
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Bulk Pioneer engaged in loading coal at the mine head,comforms to stringent safety and environmental norms.


